Nonlinear parameter tomography system using counterpropagating probe and pump waves.
In this paper, a novel tomographic system for imaging the nonlinear parameter (B/A) of biological objects is described. This parameter is closely related to the detailed properties of tissue, and may well provide a new powerful tool for ultrasonic tissue characterization. In our new system, an impulsive, relatively high power (10 mW/cm2), low frequency pump wave is applied from the opposite direction of a cw low intensity probe wave of high frequency (5 MHz) so that the phase of the probe wave is modulated sequentially by the product of the nonlinear parameter (B/A) along the beam (x axis) and the pressure of the impulsive pump wave. This modulated probe wave is detected and demodulated to derive the distribution of (B/A) along the x axis. Many responses are averaged to increase the S/N ratio. Inverse or other filtering operations are applied to widen the frequency bandwidth of the pump wave. The entire system is realized in hardware. The counterbeam orientation makes the imaging system compact, with easy access to many parts of the human body. Its resolution is two times that of the perpendicular system proposed previously by us and the attenuation of the pump wave can also be compensated for easily. A practical system aimed at breast and liver diagnosis is described. The principle of the method and the system construction are described. B/A images of several objects are given.